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Abstract

Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) have recently drawn the attention of academic and industry re-

searchers due to their potential applications in enabling various Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)

applications for safety, entertainment, emergency response, and content sharing. Another potential appli-

cation for VANETs lies in vehicle tracking, where a tracking system is used to visually track a specific

vehicle or to monitor a particular area. For such applications, a large volume of information is required

to be transferred between a certain vehicles and a command and control centers, which can easily congest

the wireless network in a VANET if not designed properly. Development of low-delay, low-overhead, and

precise tracking systems in VANET is a major challenge requiring novel techniques to guarantee performance

and to reduce network congestion. Among the several proposed data dissemination and management meth-

ods implemented in VANETs, clustering has been used to reduce data propagation traffic and to facilitate

network management. However, clustering for target tracking in VANETs is still a challenge due to the

dynamic nature of such networks. We have proposed two cluster-based algorithms for target tracking in

VANETs in our previous works [1] [2]. These algorithms provide a reliable and stable platform for tracking a

vehicle based on its visual features. In this paper, we have demonstrate performance evaluation and testing

results of both our algorithms in the context of vehicular tracking under various scenarios. We have also

compared the performance of both our algorithms to assess the performance of distributed algorithms as

compared to centralized cluster-based target tracking algorithms. Besides, we have tested two data dis-

semination techniques for information delivery. Performance evaluation results demonstrate clearly that

the proposed clustering schemes provide better performance for target tracking applications as compared to

other cluster-based algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) play an important role in Intelligent Transportation Systems

(ITS) by providing critical information about roads and traffic condition, sending safety messages, and

providing entertainment for passengers. In VANETs, vehicles can connect to each other for many purposes

such as exchanging safety and infotainment messages. A special characteristic of VANET nodes, compared5

to nodes of other ad hoc networks such as MANETs, is the abundant on-board processing, storage and

energy resources of the vehicles, which makes them a suitable platform for processing complex algorithms

for a number of applications. Over the last few years, a number of research works have been conducted

on VANETs, mainly focusing on routing techniques and data dissemination under various road and traffic

conditions [3] [4] [5], localization of nodes [6] [7], location privacy protection [8], communication security [9],10

social networking and advertisement [10] [11].

While VANET is still in its infancy, a number of non-safety applications have been proposed in the

literature. One of the envisioned applications is target tracking, where a target vehicle is located and

tracked using on-board vehicle sensors such as cameras. Such applications may be used by police agencies to

locate a specific vehicle with particular visual features such as license plate information, color, model, etc.15

Even though police agencies may use pre-installed security camera infrastructure across the city, the cost

of installing cameras to cover all roads can be very high. In addition, there is the probability of losing the

target in non-monitored areas, i.e., ”blind spots”. However, most new models of vehicles are being equiped

with front and rear cameras, proximity sensors, and on-board communication capabilities that can be used

as enabling components for a distributed mobile tracking system. Another application of such system is20

passive monitoring to collect pictures or video footage of incidents that happened in areas where security

camera systems are unavailable, using only the cameras of nearby vehicles.

One of the challenges in continuous monitoring systems in VANETs is bandwidth availability, which can

be a limiting factor especially when there are multiple data sources in close proximity, and are streaming

video data simultaneously [12] [13]. A traditional solution to control bandwidth usage in ad hoc networks25

is to segment the network into clusters and select one representative, i.e., a cluster head, for each cluster to

act as a connection point to the cluster [14]. However in a highly dynamic environment such as VANETs,

the selection of appropriate metrics for cluster head election and cluster membership can be a challenging

problem as vehicles constantly enter and leave the clusters.

In previous work, we have proposed two cluster-based protocols for vehicle tracking in VANETs [1] [2].30

Target tracking can be a simple task when the target vehicle has a Global Positioning System (GPS), with

the location data communicated to external entities. However, we assume that GPS devices are not available

or have been turned off on target vehicles. In order to solve this issue, we can rely on cluster formation

around a target and visual identification of targets using the on-board cameras of neighboring vehicles and

reporting the location and visual information of the target to a control center. The control center could35

be a police station or cruiser looking for a special vehicle based on its visual description. Therefore, in
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the absence of a proper data dissemination mechanism, every vehicle that detects the target will broadcast

location information of the target towards the control center. In VANETs, nodes communicate with each

other in a multi-hop fashion. Assuming the control center is located within a multi-hop distance from the

target, there is a high probability of packet collision and packet loss due to concurrent transmission of location40

information by all the neighboring vehicles [15] [16] resulting in a significant drop in data delivery ratio. Also,

the control center might receive duplicate messages which are unnecessary and redundant. This problem is

due to the unavailability of a central aggregation node to collect, process and aggregate information from

neighboring vehicles. Another concern in such a system is the data overload in the control center due to

direct transmission of position information to the central entity by all vehicles that detected the same target.45

In order to address these problems, we proposed to use a clustering approach to coordinate data transmission

from vehicles around the target. Therefore, neighboring vehicles that can detect the target join a cluster

and select a cluster head (CH). The neighbor vehicles send their location information to the CH. The CH is

responsible for aggregating the information and sending it to the control center. Therefore, instead of every

node sending its information to the control center separately, only one node is responsible for delivering the50

information to the control center.

The challenges toward designing a high-performance and efficient clustering algorithm mostly include

clustering stability and overhead. Due to high speed of vehicles in VANETs, the cluster topology changes

frequently, which induces a high control overhead. Also, the CH role may change too quickly among eligible

vehicles, which causes a high number of CH changes. Any change in the cluster topology requires the55

dissemination of control messages within the cluster to inform other cluster member vehicles about the

change. The studies conducted in [17] [18] show the clustering overhead induced by constant broadcasting

of control messages. Thus, it is critical to use appropriate cluster membership and CH selection rules in

order to extend the lifetime of cluster members and cluster heads as much as possible. Control packets can

congest the cluster if not managed properly. Therefore, reducing cluster control overhead is a necessary60

step toward an efficient clustering protocol. In this paper we demonstrate performance evaluation results

of our proposed cluster-based target tracking algorithms in various scenarios. Also, a comparative study

of our proposed protocols to an existing VANET clustering algorithms is provided to show the improved

performance of both our proposed algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized into six sections. Section II provides a literature review of VANET’s65

features and applications, cluster-based techniques for VANET environment, and target tracking in these

networks. In Section III we provide a brief review of our proposed cluster-based target tracking algorithms

for VANETs, the definition of the functions and techniques used in the proposed algorithms, and the in-

formation routing techniques. Section IV provides the simulation results and evaluation of the proposed

protocols. Finally, conclusion and future works are represented in Section V .70
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2. Literature Review

Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is a special kind of MANET that consists of vehicles using dedi-

cated short-range communication (DSRC) and WAVE (wireless access in vehicular environment) protocol

[19]. VANETs are self-organized and self-managed networks capable of working without any pre-installed

infrastructure [20]. These networks are composed of mobile nodes that are vehicles equipped with wireless75

interfaces and communicate with each other through unstructured vehicle to vehicle (V2V) or structured

vehicle to roadside infrastructure (V2I) communications. Roadside infrastructures are provided to enable

vehicles to connect to external networks such as the Internet [21].

The major purpose of VANET deployment is enabling vehicular communication for a number of applica-

tions such as reporting traffic, driver’s and passenger’s conditions, sending emergency and collision warnings,80

monitoring road surfaces and weather conditions, data sharing, and other safety-related purposes, just to

mention a few [22]. A VANET is considered as the decentralized backbone for intelligent transportation

systems (ITS). ITS is expected to grow as its ultimate goal is the realization of a safe and accident-free

driving environment.

2.1. Clustering for VANETs85

The benefits of clustering are evident in large scale distributed networks, where simpler management and

information aggregation can be achieved within each network cluster [23]. Clustering is performed based on

special application requirements in order to provide a conveniently manageable network. In cluster-based

routing protocols, nodes are compared to each other using certain criteria, e.g., mobility patterns, to select

the nodes that will join the cluster. The comparison criteria between nodes are defined based on protocol’s90

application requirements. However, clustering has been mainly used for data dissemination and routing in

VANETs [3] [4]. Exploiting cluster-based mechanisms for target tracking in VANETs is still an open issue.

2.2. Advantages of Clustering for VANETs

In a clustering mechanism, a cluster head (CH) is selected to build and maintain the cluster structure for

communication of application-specific data. The CH receives messages from cluster members and aggregates95

these messages. Nodes outside the cluster will only receive the aggregated message instead of all of the

messages from every node separately. Thus, a clustering method aids in dividing the network into smaller

segments which are easier to manage. There is a number of research efforts on clustering techniques for

VANETs available in the literature [24], [25] [26] [27]. The major reasons to use clustering are: (i) increasing

network scalability by creating network segments [28]; (ii) reducing the number of messages being transmitted100

within the network [24]; (iii) decreasing congestion in both V2V and V2I communications [28][29]; (iv)

providing optimal quality of service (QoS) and applicable routing of messages [30]; (v) coping with variable

network connectivity, which is caused by link breakage and density variations [31]; and, (vi) decreasing

contention and hidden terminal problems [32]. Dealing with the dynamic topology of VANETs and adapting
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to rapid topology changes is another important benefit of clustering in a VANET environment [24]. In the105

process of clustering, the entire network is divided into smaller segments which are less dynamic than the

global network since relative mobility between nodes in a cluster is less than the relative mobility in the entire

network. The work proposed in [31] showed how clustering can help MAC protocols by reducing channel

contention, providing fair channel access, and increasing network capacity by controlling the topology and

organizing medium access [30][31]. Moreover, the works proposed in [26] [33] used cluster-based techniques110

to reduce the effect of handoff latency and to minimize packet loss caused by handoffs in VANETs. A

Network Mobility (NEMO) based handoff scheme is introduced in [33], which relies on dividing the network

into clusters and using inter-cluster communication to receive information about the available access points

to aid in the handoff process. Platoon management in VANETs [34] is another area that may benefit from

clustering techniques.115

2.3. Target Tracking in VANETs

The accelerated advances and deployment of onboard technology on vehicles has paved the way for using

vehicles in target tracking and monitoring applications. For instance, VANETs can be used when a law

enforcement agency is looking for a specific vehicle with certain visual features such as license plate, color,

model, and so on. Relying solely on fixed and pre-installed security camera infrastructure across the city is120

both costly and sometimes inefficient: one may lose track of the target vehicle in areas not properly covered by

cameras. Therefore, camera-equipped vehicles are a future reality, and the use of communication capabilities

on future vehicles would constitute the most efficient tracking system. We define vehicle tracking as the

ability to detect a target vehicle based on its visual features and continuously track this vehicle by sending

tracking information, e.g., vehicle’s position, snapshots, videos, to a central entity. The detection process125

can be based on image processing algorithms including license plate detection, logo and color recognition

[35][36][37][38][39]. However, the scope of this paper is on the communication framework for continuous

tracking based on ad hoc communication, which is a relatively new topic.

Vehicle tracking has been studied mostly under localization and visual detection of moving vehicles and

not as a specific VANET tracking communication framework. Ramos et al. [40] argue that vehicle tracking130

differs from traditional tracking in ad hoc networks due to various mobility models of vehicles. According

to the authors, a cooperative target tracking system requires a motion model of the target, measurements

of target’s position, a data association model to associate measurements to the right target, and a Bayesian

filter to estimate parameters of the motion model considering the measurements. The filtering task may

be performed by variations of the Bayesian filter such as Kalman Filter, Extended Kalman Filter (EKF),135

and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF). In [40], target tracking is referred to as an estimation problem and

defined as accurate and precise localization of the target. A number of vehicle tracking research efforts

focus on recognition of visual features of vehicles and localization of vehicle based on these visual features

[41][42][43][44]. In [44] the localization challenge is defined as differences between location acquired by on-

board cameras and the actual location. Calculating the precise location of vehicles has been a challenge140
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and studied widely under the area of localization. Several of these research works are based on positioning

methods such as GPS and rely on the localization accuracy of such systems. Other works focused on

vehicle tracking applications using smartphone’s GPS and compare the functionality and accuracy of various

GPS systems [45][46]. In [47] an application based on iPhone’s GPS receiver is proposed. The application

acquires data from GPS and sends it to a central entity for processing of traffic flow on the roads which is145

performed by FreeSim [48]. The authors evaluated location accuracy and reliability of data obtained from

iPhone’s GPS with the information received from the vehicle’s tracking system. Yet, GPS signal can still be

unavailable in some places such as tunnels, and of course not every vehicle is equipped with a GPS receiver.

Furthermore, in some circumstances such as tracking a stolen vehicle, one can assume the possibility that the

GPS device be disabled. To this end, we propose a cluster-based framework to continuously track a target150

vehicle. Existing localization and visual detection techniques can be used to find the location of a target in

VANETs. However, the focus of this paper is on the communication framework for tracking a target vehicle

cooperatively, without having access to its positioning system.

2.4. Clustering Technique for Target Tracking in VANETs

Of interest to the research work presented here is the challenge of dividing large networks such as VANETs155

into multiple segments to improve application performance by minimizing communication overhead and

therefore facilitating management. Several clustering algorithms have been proposed for monitoring and

tracking in WSN and MANET [49][50][51]. Different characteristics of MANET and WSN make their

solutions not directly applicable to VANETs. WSN are normally deployed in specific places for monitoring

purposes [52] [53]. Considerable challenges in WSN area include energy consumption, limited memory, and160

restricted processing power [54]. Inaccessibility of sensor nodes and deployment in dangerous or hardly

accessible areas such as battlegrounds makes it almost impossible to recharge the nodes or replace the

batteries. Therefore, a largenumber of researches on WSNs are dedicated to energy management that focuses

on increasing network lifetime by reducing power consumption without affecting application requirement [55].

Clustering technique is also proposed to reduce energy consumption by proposing sleep mechanisms for cluster165

member nodes and assigning one active node for tracking purposes (CH) [54]. However, issues of WSNs are

not applicable to VANETs due to availability of abundant power supply and other resources on vehicles.

MANET has been used mostly for military applications and some civilian applications [56]. The main

challenges posed by MANETs are topological changes due to node movement, link bandwidth variations,

and power management[56]. Vehicular networks have distinctive characteristics and networking properties170

as compared to MANETs, rendering MANET protocols inapplicable to VANET applications [20] [57]. Some

of VANET’s special features include: rapid topology changes, variable velocity of nodes, fragmented inter

vehicle communications, dependency of topological changes on driver’s behavior, predictable mobility model

of vehicles, ability to retrieve location information via an external system such as GPS, sufficient storage

and processing capabilities, lack of need for complex power management techniques due to availability of175
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abundant power supply on vehicles, and variable network density in various areas and during different times

of the day.

The clustering structure needed for tracking a moving target vehicle differs from other cluster-based

applications. As illustrated in Figure 1, the cluster should be formed around the target and move along with

the target in order to be able to track it continuously. Accordingly, the clustering metrics and CH selection180

criteria would be different from other applications. For example, in cluster-based routing algorithms, the

cluster is mostly formed based on movement similarity of nodes; however, in target tracking, all the metrics

should be defined based on the target’s movement pattern, where movement similarity between a node and

the target should be used for cluster membership and CH selection decisions. The goal of target tracking is

that the nodes around the target (which can detect the target) would be able to obtain information about185

the target and track it continuously. Thus, these nodes join a cluster which moves along with the target.

The member nodes send the information collected about the target to the CH instead of sending it to the

central entity. The CH should be a node which has the most similar movement pattern to the target to be

able to track the target for the longest time interval. Therefore, all nodes should compare their movement

pattern to target and the most appropriate node should be selected as CH.190

Figure 1: Clustering Technique for Target Tracking in VANET

3. The Proposed Target Tracking Scheme for Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks

In previous work, we proposed two cluster-based target tracking algorithms for vehicle tracking based

on vehicle’s visual features in vehicular ad hoc networks [1][2]. In this paper, we expand our previous

work by conducting extensive performance evaluations and comparative studies of our algorithms under

various scenarios. In addition, we provide experimental results of a structureless target tracking algorithm195

to highlight the necessity of a cluster-base approach for target tracking in VANETs. Furthermore, existing

data dissemination techniques are tested under the target tracking scenario. The current section introduces

the proposed clustering algorithms, the structureless target tracking approach, and the data dissemination

techniques used in the experiments.
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3.1. A Distributed Cluster-based Algorithm for Target Tracking in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (DCTT)200

The proposed Distributed Cluster-based Algorithm for Target Tracking (DCTT) clustering algorithm is

designed for the purpose of vehicle tracking in VANETs [1]. This algorithm assumes that vehicles have front

and/or rear cameras. We also assume an existing image processing algorithm capable of recognizing visual

features of a target such as license plate, car color and model can be used to locate the target. In this

algorithm, a central entity such as a police station is seeking help to find a specific target and receive its205

location information periodically. This entity is called Command and Control Centre (CC) and it can be

a node located within multi-hop communication distance from the target. The CC broadcasts the target’s

information in the network with the purpose of informing vehicles about target’s existence.

The DCTT algorithm is designed to help in building a cluster, with the cluster head responsible for

location information from all vehicles that can detect the target, aggregating the information, and forwarding210

the information to the CC. In the DCTT algorithm, cluster members are divided into two groups. The first

group is OBNs (Observer Nodes) that are level-1 cluster members (CM-L1). OBNs contribute to the tracking

task as they can detect the target. The second group is level-2 members (CM-L2). These nodes are not able

to detect the target at current time; but, are highly probable to observe the target in the near future. For

instance, in figure 2, vehicle C is not able to detect the target. However, if the target moves faster or slower215

than vehicle C, it will be in the Field of View (FOV) of vehicle C at times t2 and t1, respectively. We argue

that adding both groups of nodes to the cluster as cluster members would prevent re-clustering and increase

cluster stability. The DCTT algorithm has been described in detail in [1].

Figure 2: Cluster Member Level

Another important point we have considered in the design of DCTT algorithm is to connect nodes to

the cluster instead of linking them to the cluster head. As a result, there would be no need to alter the220

membership of all nodes in the case of changing or losing the CH. Also, this scheme avoids switching to

the initialization phase all over again every time the CH changes. DCTT is a distributed algorithm which

is robust to lost CH scenarios and works properly under these conditions. This is due to the fact that all
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the member nodes know about the latest Tracking Failure Probability value (TFP) of other nodes and can

choose the best node as CH without being forced to start the initialization phase again. Tracking Failure225

Probability (TFP) is the cluster head selection metric we use for DCTT protocol which is a percentage

representing a node’s movement similarity to the target.

3.2. A Prediction-Based Clustering Algorithm for Target Tracking in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (PCTT)

The PCTT algorithm is a centralized ad-hoc clustering algorithm that has been proposed in [2]. For

the sake of completeness, we have provided a brief overview of PCTT’s most important characteristics and230

features. In PCTT, the CH is the central entity in charge of cluster management and tracking. Such

maintenance decisions as calculating the CH selection metric, selecting the best CH at each time, and

granting permission to join, are performed by the CH. The list of all members in the cluster is kept and

updated by the CH.

The PCTT algorithm uses prediction for both CH selection and cluster management. For the CH selection235

metric, we use the time period the target spends in the field of view of each vehicle. This time value is referred

to as Observation Time (OBT). In the DCTT algorithm we calculated the CH selection metric (TFP) based

on the current movement pattern of each node as compared to the target, such as relative velocity and

distance. Each node is supposed to send its TFP value to other nodes for future decisions. Therefore, every

node make decisions based on previous (old) information when we consider the transmission and processing240

delays. Assume vehicle C calculates its TFP value for time t0 and broadcasts this value in the cluster. The

CH will receive this value at time t1 after a short time interval (due to transmission delay). Therefore,

the CH is making decisions based on received data, which is the old data calculated at time t0, not t1.

The point is, vehicle C’s position might have changed during this time interval, which is not considered in

making clustering decisions. Thus, estimating the future behavior of nodes for making cluster maintenance245

decisions helps create a more efficient clustering algorithm for a dynamic VANET environment. In PCTT,

we predict the future movement of nodes to calculate their CH selection metric (OBT) and rely on the

predicted movement patterns for making clustering decisions. We consider the current conditions of nodes

and develop a movement function for each node based on existing metrics. This movement function is then

used to predict future behavior of each vehicle. Should the condition remain unchanged, the movement250

function will be deemed valid for the next prediction periods.

In clustering techniques, the CH is supposed to have information about cluster members. If the CH

can predict this information, instead of receiving it periodically through beacon messages, the overhead

will be decreased significantly. Clearly, by relying on prediction, fewer messages are required to maintain

a cluster structure. For instance, in PCTT the CH predicts the future location and velocity of member255

nodes instead of receiving this information regularly. However, there is always a probability that a node’s

movement pattern changes and the prediction do not match reality. To address these concerns, a correction

mechanism is considered to reset the information periodically. In PCTT, we have considered prediction

functions in CH and all member nodes. The CH receives the initial information about the nodes and uses
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these information as the input for the prediction function. Afterwards, CH will predict the next location260

of all members and will use the predicted information for maintenance decisions. The member nodes also

predict their own next location for the same time interval using the same prediction mechanism. If the

predicted location differs from the actual next location, the node informs the CH. However, if the prediction

is correct within a certain error threshold, no control message will be sent by the CM to the CH. This

scheme does reduce communication overhead in the network but it affects prediction accuracy. In Figure265

3, the prediction mechanism of this algorithm is illustrated. The other error correction method is to reset

the predictions periodically. This means CH asks the nodes to send their current information at particular

time intervals and uses the actual information for the next round of prediction. The reset time interval is

a longer period which does not cause much traffic in the network regularly. This process is beneficial when

prediction denial messages are lost. A prediction denial message is a type of message that is sent from the270

member nodes to the cluster head in case of an error in the prediction mechanism of the member nodes.

Figure 3: Prediction Procedure on CH and CM side

An important variable we need to calculate while the vehicles are moving is the Target Detection Value

(TDV). The TDV value determines if the target is inside the field of view (FOV) of a vehicle C or not.

Calculation of TDV for the proposed protocols is a challenging issue. The reason is the shape of the FOV

as illustrated in Figure 4. As displayed in Figure 4, vehicle C is located at position (Xc, Yc) at time t. The275

target T is located at position (XT , YT ) at the same time. In our simulation environment, we are not capable

of using visual processing directly to find the TDV value. We only have access to position information of

each vehicle. The implemented function is applicable to all movement models. It is assumed that vehicle C

is moving with an angle Θ with the X-axis. The challenge of TDV calculation in our clustering protocols

originates from the FOV shape which is a part of a circle with a defined angle δ as illustrated in Figure 4.280

In order to detect whether the target (red vehicle) is inside FOV of vehicle C (yellow vehicle) we assume

vehicle C is the center of a new axes system. Therefore, the current X and Y axes should be rotated and

mapped to a new location. Then the coordinates of the target in the new axes system is calculated which

will be (XTnew, YTnew). In order to find the coordinates of target in the new axes system, we need to first
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Table 1: Assumptions for Target Detection Value Calculation

Vehicle C’s location at time t0: (Xc0, Yc0)

Vehicle C’s location at time t1: (Xc1, Yc1)

Target’s location at time t1 : (XT , YT )

have the movement direction of vehicle C in the current axes system, which is calculated as Θ in Formula285

(1). Formulas (2) and (3) are used to find the location of the target in the new axes system. Afterwards, we

presume a line connecting vehicle C to target T. This line is shown as the green line with the length of σ in

Figure 4. The value of σ represents the distance between vehicles C and target T. Formula (5) shows how

the distance between vehicle C and Target T is calculated. The angle between this line and the new X-axis

represents whether the target is inside or outside of the FOV of vehicle C. This angle is represented as ω and290

is smaller than δ/2 if the target is inside FOV of vehicle C. Formula (4) represents calculation of ω based

on location of the target in the new axes system. The assumption for target detection value calculations are

displayed in Table I. The defined steps are represented in algorithm 1.

Figure 4: Target Detection Value (TDV) Calculation

The following formulas are used to calculate required parameter for TDV computations [58]:

Θ = tan-1[(Yc1 − Yc0)/(Xc1 −Xc0)] (1)

295

Xnew = ((XT −XC1) ∗ cosΘ) + ((YT − Yc1) ∗ sinΘ) (2)

Ynew = ((YT − YC1) ∗ cosΘ) + ((XT −Xc1) ∗ sinΘ) (3)

ω =

∣∣
∣∣tan

-1 YTnew

XTnew

∣
∣∣∣ (4)
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Table 2: Assumptions and Parameters for Movement Direction Calculation

Vehicle C’s location at time t0

and t1 respectively: (Xc0, Yc0),(Xc1, Yc1)

Target T’s location at time t0

and t1 respectively: (XT0, YT0),(XT1, YT1)

Movement pattern of target T from

time t0 to t1: Δ XT = XT1 −XT0

Δ YT = YT1 − YT0

Movement pattern of vehicle C from

time t0 to t1: Δ XC = XC1 −XC0

Δ YC = YC1 − YC0

Distance between vehicle C and target T in meters: σ

Field of view angle of a vehicle C: δ

Movement angle between a vehicle C and the target T: ω

σ =
√
(Yc1 − YT )2 + (Xc1 −XT )2 (5)

Algorithm 1 Target Detection Function

Another important concept we address in this paper is the resolution of a node’s movement direction

in the simulation environment. Retrieving the movement direction of vehicles is a necessary step in order300

to avoid opposite direction nodes from joining the cluster. We have implemented a function to acquire the

moving direction of the moving vehicles in the simulation environment as displayed in Algorithm 2. This

function uses the position of a vehicle C and the target T at times t0 and t1. Then, based on two acquired

positions, the movement directions for vehicle C and target T are calculated. In case both vehicles are moving

in the same direction, this function returns a true value. But if the movement directions are different, the305

returned value will be false. As mentioned before, in most scenarios the opposite direction nodes should not

join the cluster in order to decrease cluster changes as much as possible. The assumptions and parameters

for movement direction calculations are defined in Table 2.
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Action:

1: if ω ≤ δ
2&&σ ≤ r then { IF: Target T is inside FOV of vehicle C}

2: TDV = 1; {Set TDV field to true}
3: else {ELSE IF: Target T is not inside FOV of vehicle C}
4: TDV = 0; {Set TDV to a false value}
5: end if



Algorithm 2 M ovement Direction Function

3.3. Structureless Target Tracking Algorithm

Our algorithms will be useful for sharing location information in order to keep track of a target in310

VANETs. In order to achieve this goal, the proposed algorithms should be able to manage large volume of

information without affecting the performance negatively.

We have simulated a structureless, carry and forward scenario for tracking and information delivery to

a base station to represent the necessity of having a structured cluster based target tracking algorithm for

VANETs. In this scenario every vehicle is responsible of retrieving location information of the target and315

sending it to the control center as soon as it arrives into its communication range. Using this method, delivery

ratio may decrease significantly due to separate packet transmission of nodes to the same base station which

causes unavoidable packet loss. Furthermore, delay of carry and forward method is so high and we cannot

rely on such a framework for real-time vehicle tracking and reporting purposes.

The other structureless technique for vehicle tracking may be mentioned as flooding which is not ap-320

propriate for transmission of large data packets. In flooding, a vehicle that detects the target sends visual

and location information of the target directly to the control center. The control center may be located in

a multi-hop communication distance from the vehicles. Therefore, vehicles broadcast target’s information

in order to inform the control center. Information about the target needs to travel a multi-hop distance in

order to arrive at the control center. The problems caused by this method are as follow:325

• The control center is probable to get congested by large amount of packets received from each node

separately, mostly in dense networks. The reason is every node sends target’s information directly to

control center instead of sending it to a central aggregator node like CH.

• The network may get congested by the numerous large data packets being broadcasted in a multi-hop

manner.330

• The received visual information on the control center includes redundant frames due to lack of a

central entity i.e. CH to aggregate the information received from multiple view cameras. Transmission

of redundant information is a waste of bandwidth.

• In this algorithm, every node sends target’s location information separately to the control center. The

location information received from each vehicle node might not be accurate because it is acquired335

by visual processing. In the proposed clustering algorithms (DCTT and PCTT), the CH receives all

location information and estimates approximate location of the target before sending it to the control
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Action:

1: if ((
ΔXC
|ΔXC | ==

ΔXT
|ΔXT | )&&(

ΔYC
|ΔYC | ==

ΔYT
|ΔYT | )) then { IF: Vehicle C and Target T move in the same direction}

2: isEqTargetDir() = 1; {Return a true value}
3: else {ELSE IF: opposite direction}
4: isEqTargetDir() = 0; {Return a false value}
5: end if



center. This technique increases the target’s location accuracy information which is received at control

center. However, in a flooding algorithm, there is not a central node responsible for determining target’s

location accuracy that may result in receiving inaccurate tracking information in the control center.340

Furthermore, redundant location information utilizes the bandwidth by traveling a multi-hop distance

and may overload the network in dense network scenarios.

The flooding and clustering approaches are presented in Figures 5 and 6 respectively.

Figure 5: Flooding Approach for Target Tracking in VANETs

Figure 6: Cluster-Based Target Tracking Protocol for VANETs

4. Evaluation of Proposed Protocols

A highway simulation environment scenario has been designed and built in order to test the performance345

of our clustering algorithms. We have considered various density scenarios, e.g., sparse, medium and dense,

in order to evaluate the proposed algorithms under different situations. In a medium density scenario, the

distances between nodes are bigger compared to dense scenario. However, there are numerous vehicles that

can detect the target and can join the cluster. The last scenario we implemented is a low density network.

For our application, a sparse network is not an ideal situation, because the target might be lost due to350

unavailability of vehicles around the target. In order to create more realistic scenarios, we have defined

various flows of vehicles with different movement patterns. The vehicle flows have different speed range and

take different routes, which lead to frequent changes in cluster membership and CH roles. In this case we
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make sure the cluster members and CH will not always be the same, and the cluster structure will change

as it happens in the real world. This assumption helps in realistic evaluation of our proposed protocols.355

In order to simulate the communication framework between nodes for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-

to-infrastructure (V2I) communication we have used NS-2 and Tossim. NS-2 is a discrete event simulator

designed for network researches. TinyOS SIMulator (Tossim) is a network simulator for TinyOS applications.

Tossim is a discrete event simulator that is designed for wireless networks [59]. Simulation parameters and

their values are presented in table III.360

We have also implemented the MDMAC scheme [60], which is a modification of the DMAC algorithm [61]

that makes it suitable for VANETs. The clustering metric is called “freshness value” which represents the

nodes eligible to be in the same cluster. The freshness value is transferred between nodes in HELLO messages

regularly. The cluster head selection metric in this algorithm is a constant weight value such as node ID. The

other distinctive properties of MDMAC algorithm are preventing opposite direction nodes to join the cluster,365

and forming multi-hop clusters. These characteristics make the algorithm appropriate to apply for target

tracking in VANETs. We have used some clustering properties of MDMAC and have adapted this algorithm

to target tracking application for VANETs. The simulation results show better performance of DCTT and

PCTT algorithms in comparison to MDMAC for target tracking purpose. The reason is that not all VANET

clustering algorithms can be used for target tracking because the clustering and CH selection metrics should370

be defined specifically for target tracking in order to have an efficient algorithm. Since high-quality GPS

receivers have an approximate accuracy of 2.5 meters (95% of the time), we simulated our schemes with

random GPS errors varying from 0 to 3 meters in order to obtain more realistic results.

Using a constant CH selection metric is not appropriate for VANET clustering algorithms. The reason

lies behind the high mobility of nodes which causes rapid topological changes in the network. Therefore, CH375

selection metric should be calculated based on proper mobility features of nodes such as velocity, distance,

acceleration, and connectivity time. Relying on a constant metric for CH selection causes cluster instability

by decreasing the CH lifetime and increasing the number of CH changes. Besides, frequent CH changes

require more control messages to be transferred between vehicles in order to update cluster information

which increases clustering overhead.380

4.1. Performance Metrics

The following metrics have been used to study the performance of our clustering algorithms.

• Clustering Overhead: The clustering overhead is caused by sending control messages for cluster

management. These messages include information about cluster entities and are transmitted period-

ically in the cluster. The control overhead metric represents the percentage of control packets to the385

total transmitted packets in the cluster. The lower value of control overhead shows better perfor-

mance of a clustering algorithm. The control overhead of a clustering protocol is calculated as follow:
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Σ(ControlPackets)

Σ(ControlPackets) + Σ(DataPackets)
(6)

• Cluster Head Lifetime: In a clustering algorithm, the CH changes as time passes based on conditions

of the environment and protocol requirements. At every defined time interval the eligibility of the390

current CH should be evaluated in order to select the best CH. The CH lifetime is the time interval

a node is selected as CH until it gives up its CH role. A long CH lifetime represents fewer changes

in the cluster structure, thereby improving cluster stability. In this paper the CH lifetime metric is

represented in milliseconds.

• Number of CH Changes: A lower number of CH changes represents better clustering performance395

and higher average cluster head lifetime.

• Cluster Member Lifetime: Cluster member lifetime shows the average time a node spends in the

cluster. The membership time is calculated for each member node separately and the average value

is represented as cluster member lifetime. A higher value of cluster member lifetime defines better

performance of a clustering protocol.400

• Packet Delivery Ratio: This metric represents the percentage of packets delivered successfully to

the destination as follows:
Σ(Numberofreceivedpackets)

Σ(Numberofsentpackets)
∗ 100 (7)

The greater value of delivery ratio shows better performance of the protocol. In this paper total delivery

ratio represents successful delivery of target’s information from every cluster member to the cluster

head and from the cluster head to the control center.405

• End-to-End Delay: End-to-End delay is the average time it takes for a packet to arrive to a defined

destination. In this paper, the end-to-end delay is referred to as the average time it takes for a packet

to travel from a cluster member to the control center. The End-to-End delay is calculated as follow:

Σ(arrivetime− sendtime)

Σ(Numberofsentmessages)
(8)

4.2. Simulation Results

4.2.1. Effects of Network Density410

Figure 7 displays the effect of the number of nodes on the CH lifetime. In clustering algorithms, the

CH selection metric represents the eligibility of a node to become the CH. In DCTT algorithm, this metric

is the tracking failure probability (TFP) that represents a member node’s movement similarity to the CH.

Because member nodes (vehicles) move fast in VANETs, the TFP value for each member node changes

rapidly. Therefore, defining a threshold for changing the CH is beneficial in VANET scenarios. For DCTT415

algorithm we have considered a threshold for changing the CH. This threshold has a substantial impact on
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Table 3: Simulation assumptions

Parameter Value

Simulation Environment Highway

Simulation environment length 10 KM

Simulation Time 600 Seconds

Number of nodes 50, 100, 150, 200

Data packet frequency 0.5 Hz

Control packet frequency 1 Hz

Transmission rate 1 Mbps

Communication range 50, 100, 250, 500 meter

Vehicle speed 25 - 35 m/s

Traffic type UDP

Number of base stations 2 - 100

Mac protocol IEEE 802.11

CH lifetime. The threshold is defined in a way to decrease changes as much as possible. Therefore, unlike

other algorithms, when the number of nodes increases, the CH lifetime will not decrease. The effect of TFP

change threshold on CH lifetime is represented in Figure 14. In PCTT algorithm, we have used a resign timer

to increase the CH lifetime as much as possible. By using the resign timer, the CH will not change until the420

current CH is not eligible any longer (even if another node is a better candidate). Also, the prediction-based

CH selection metric has a positive effect on performance of PCTT algorithm. Using this technique, the most

appropriate CH which will be an eligible CH for the longest time interval will be selected. As shown in Figure

7, increasing the number of nodes has a positive effect on the CH lifetime for PCTT and DCTT algorithms.

The reason is the appropriate CH selection metric which is not affected so much by cluster structure changes425

because the selected CH is a node with the most similar movement pattern to the target. The CH lifetime of

the adapted MDMAC algorithm is lower than all other algorithms because the CH selection metric, which

is the constant value of Node ID, is not appropriate for target tracking application. As mentioned earlier,

we have adapted MDMAC algorithm and have used its properties to design a target tracking protocol for

VANETs to compare with our proposed protocols to demonstrate the importance of designing a proprietary430

algorithm for target tracking in VANETS. Since the CH selection metric in MDMAC is Node ID, in the

simulation environment as we increase the number of nodes, the CH lifetime decreases. This is because the

number of CH changes increase as the number of nodes increase. Although there is no need to change the

CH in some situations, the CH changes because a node with more eligible node ID (based on defined criteria)

joins the cluster that does not necessarily have the best characteristics to be the CH.435

The CM lifetime of the algorithms are displayed in Figure 8. The CM lifetime of PCTT and DCTT

algorithm are almost the same as we increase the number of nodes in every scenario. However, the cluster
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Figure 7: Comparison of Cluster Head Lifetime between DCTT, PCTT, and Adapted MDMAC Protocols

members using MDMAC algorithm have the shortest lifetime because of frequent changes of the cluster

structure and the CH changes.

Figure 8: Comparison of Cluster Member Lifetime between DCTT, PCT, and Adapted MDMAC Protocols

Figure 9 depicts the impact on clustering overhead by the number of nodes. As the number of nodes440

increases in the network, the number of cluster members increases consequently. More cluster members

will send more control messages in the cluster that results in increased control overhead. However, the

comparison results displays significant improvement of clustering control overhead by PCTT algorithm as

compared to both DCTT and MDMAC. PCTT algorithm benefits from a prediction-based mechanism in

both cluster members and cluster head sides. The cluster head predicts member nodes’ behavior, and the445

member nodes predict their own behavior as well. Therefore, a node only sends a control message when

its prediction about its own behavior does not match the real behavior. This method is so much beneficial

in terms of overhead reduction mainly in highway scenarios due to predictable movement of vehicles. The

control overhead of adapted MDMAC protocol is considerably higher than PCTT and DCTT. The reason

lies in the need to send control messages regularly because of the cluster head selection metric requirement.450

The CH selection metric in this algorithm is node ID. Therefore, nodes need to send their information to the

CH as soon as they can so that the CH knows about the memberships and selects the best CH at each time

interval. Using node ID as CH selection metric in VANETs affects the clustering performance negatively.
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Due to very dynamic nature of VANETs it is very important to consider an appropriate CH selection metric

which decreases the changes as much as possible.455

Figure 9: Comparison of Clustering Control Overhead between DCTT, PCTT, and Adapted MDMAC Protocols

4.2.2. Effect of Transmission Range on Clustering Performance (DCTT)

The impact of increasing transmission range on clustering performance is positive. As mentioned in

[62], communication range up to 1000 meters is accepted in IEEE 802.11p. It has been cited in [63] that

an efficient communication range for WAVE is approximately between 100 to 300 meters. The maximum

transmission range in this paper is assumed to be 500 meters. By increasing the transmission range, more460

vehicles will be covered in the communication range of the CH and other CMs. Therefore, more vehicles join

the cluster and stay in the cluster boundaries for a longer time period. As a result, CH lifetime and CM

lifetime will increase as displayed in Figure 10 and Figure 11. When the transmission range of nodes are

considered 50 meters, the formed clusters will be very small since not many nodes are in the coverage range

of CH and other CMs. Also, nodes will join and leave the cluster more frequently, which affects the CH and465

CM lifetime negatively. As we increase the transmission range of vehicles, CH and CM lifetime increase is

considerable. This is because of increased size of clusters to cover more vehicles. Accordingly vehicles will

remain in cluster boundaries for a longer time period and cluster changes decrease, which has a considerable

positive effect on CH and CM lifetime metrics. In general, less changes in cluster structure results in more

stable clusters and improved clustering metrics.470

4.2.3. Effect of Maximum Velocity on Clustering Performance (DCTT)

The velocity difference between vehicles in a cluster is an important reason for fast topological changes in

the cluster. As well, high velocity of vehicles causes instability in the cluster structure. Therefore, clustering

performance of a VANET clustering protocol is degraded when vehicles move faster. Figure 12 and Figure

13 show the effect of maximum velocity change on CH and CM lifetime. The number of CH and CM changes475

increase as the maximum velocity increases. As a result, the CH lifetime and the CMs lifetime decrease

which reduces cluster stability. We have simulated three scenarios to demonstrate the effect of velocity

difference on cluster stability. In all scenarios we have considered the transmission range of vehicles as 100
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Figure 10: DCTT CH Lifetime under Various Transmission Ranges

Figure 11: DCTT CM Lifetime under Various Transmission Ranges

meters and the number of vehicles as 100. In the first scenario velocity of vehicles are considered to be

changing between 25 m/s to 35 m/s. Lower velocity difference of nodes results in less changes in the cluster480

environment because the nodes are moving nearly together and not many nodes are leaving the cluster

because of accelerating or decelerating. This movement similarity impacts clustering metrics such as CH

lifetime and CM lifetime positively. In the second scenario velocity of vehicles change from 25 m/s to 50 m/s,

which is a considerable change in real-world environment. As noticed in the simulation results, CM and CH

lifetime decrease significantly, because of less stable cluster structure in this scenario. In the third scenario485

velocity of vehicles can rise from 20 m/s up to 70 m/s. This considerable difference can have negative impact

on clustering metrics. However, as it is noticeable in Figure 12 CH lifetime graph has a smoother downward

trend in DCTT algorithm, which is because of appropriate CH selection metric in DCTT algorithm. It is

very important to use appropriate CH and CM selection metrics in VANET clustering algorithms that are

not affected drastically in various traffic scenarios.490

4.2.4. Effects of TFP Change Threshold

The TFP value is the CH selection metric as described in [1]. A node with the lowest TFP value is

selected as CH in DCTT algorithm. The TFP value of member nodes changes as their movement parameter

change during the simulation period. The current CH is responsible for selecting the best CH at each time
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Figure 12: DCTT CH Lifetime under Various Speed Ranges

Figure 13: DCTT CM Lifetime under Various Speed Ranges

interval. However, if we do not define a threshold for changing the CH, the changes will increase significantly.495

By defining a change threshold we decrease the number of CH changes. Figure 14 displays the effects of

TFP threshold on CH lifetime. In the first scenario we considered a low threshold for CH change. So,

if the current CH finds another node with a lower TFP value with a threshold of 2.5, it will resign and

will announce a new CH. As mentioned earlier, VANET environment is highly dynamic. Therefore, a low

threshold results in numerous changes of CH. In this scenario the calculated average CH lifetime is very500

low. As we increase the CH change threshold, the CH lifetime graph rises considerably, which is because of

fewer CH changes. However, defining a very high threshold causes inaccuracy in CH selection and affects

the protocol performance negatively. We have evaluated DCTT algorithm under various scenarios to find

the best CH change threshold. Considering the simulation results we conclude that a threshold value higher

than 10 would affect protocol performance negatively by causing inaccuracy in CH selection.505

subsubsectionResults of Routing Algorithm for transferring messages from the CH to the CC

In this section we evaluate two methods for sending data messages from the CH to the control center.

We consider a few numbers of base stations that are connected to the control center and are located along

the road to receive target’s information from the CH and send it to the control center. We have assumed

various numbers of base stations to evaluate protocol performance in different scenario. The methods we use510

for sending target data to a base station are carry-and-forward method and multi-hop routing as explained
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Figure 14: Effects of TFP Threshold on CH Lifetime in DCTT Protocol

Figure 15: Packet Delivery Ratio Comparison in Structureless Carry-and-Forward Algorithm for Target Tracking, DCTT with

Carry and Forward Information Delivery, and DCTT with Multi-Hop Routing Algorithms under Various Number of Base

Stations and Different Numbers of Nodes: (a) 50 Nodes, (b) 100 Nodes (c) 150 Nodes (d) 200 Nodes

before in this paper. In this section we represent the simulation results of each method.

• Store, Carry, and Forward: We have evaluated this method under different number of nodes and

different number of base stations. In this method, the CH receives target’s location information from

member nodes and aggregates the information. It will not send the information until it arrives into the515

communication range of a base station. Therefore, if the number of base stations increases, the end-to-

end delay metric will decrease as displayed in Figure 16. It is noteworthy that increasing the number

of base stations along the road increases network setup cost. Therefore, there is always a trade-off

between decreasing the delay and increasing the number of base stations. When the number of nodes

increases in the cluster, average end-to-end delay increases because of more message transmissions from520

nodes to the CH. Also, the CH gathers these messages and waits to arrive to the communication range

of a base station to send the information. A large message requires more time to be transferred from
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the CH to the base station. Therefore, the average end-to-end delay increases.

Figure 16: End-to-End Delay of Carry-and-Forward Method under Different Number of Nodes and Base Stations

The delivery ratio of store, carry-and-forward method is represented in Figure 17 under various numbers

of base stations and nodes. The results represent that delivery ratio of carry-and-forward method is525

less than multi-hop method mostly when the number of base stations is low and the network density

is high. The reason is that we have not considered any control mechanism between nodes or between

nodes and control center before message transmission. Therefore, if a base station is busy, and the

CH arrives in its transmission range and starts sending the information, collision will happen. Also

because the CH stores all the received messages until it arrives into the communication range of a base530

station, a big amount of data might get lost if collision happens which results in lower delivery ratio.

Figure 17: Packet Delivery Ratio of Carry-and-Forward Method under Different Number of Nodes and Base Stations

• Multi-Hop Routing: A method that can reduce delay considerably is multi-hop transmission of the

information to the closest base station as soon as the CH processes received data. However, this method

may decrease delivery ratio if the information is broadcasted by CH to the neighboring nodes without

knowledge of CH’s neighborhood. In order to improve packet delivery, we have used the concept of535

control message transmission by the CH to acquire knowledge of its neighboring nodes. Therefore, the

CH will only send target’s information when it receives an acknowledgement from a neighbor node
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confirming its availability. Using this method, we have improved packet delivery compared to flooding

algorithms. Besides, the average end-to-end delay is improved as compared to the carry-and-forward

scenario. The effect of number of base stations on packet delivery ratio is displayed in Figure 18. Multi-540

hop routing technique with control messages guarantees high packet delivery even when the distance

between the CH and the next base station is long. The only cost we are adding in order to achieve

high delivery and low delay is a little control overhead in the network.

Figure 18: Packet Delivery Ratio of Multi-Hop Routing Method under Different Number of Nodes and Base Stations

The end-to-end delay of multi-hop routing method is displayed in Figure 19. A delicate point in this

figure is when the number of base stations is low, delay increases by decreasing the number of nodes.545

In VANETs low density scenarios can sometimes have negative effect on performance. For instance,

in this scenario the CH checks its neighborhood before sending a message to the next hop. When

there is a long way to the next base station, and the density is low, the CH may not find an available

neighboring node to send the information. Therefore, it has to wait and find other available nodes.

During this time, the information is being buffered which will increase end-to-end delay.550

Figure 19: End-to-End Delay of Multi-Hop Routing Method under Different Number of Nodes and Base Stations

4.2.5. Comparison of proposed algorithms with the structure-less carry and forward algorithm

In this subsection we present and discuss the results of the clustering algorithms for target tracking as

compared to a structure-less algorithm in terms of packet delivery. As explained earlier, in the structure-
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less algorithm, no aggregator node, such as a CH, is selected to manage the information. Therefore, the

probability of collision and packet drop is high which results in low delivery ratio. In 15, the Structure-less555

carry and forward target tracking algorithm is compared to the DCTT algorithm in two different scenarios

while transmitting information from the CH to the control center. The algorithms have been tested under

a varying number of nodes and base stations. In 15 (a), we demonstrate impact of increasing the number of

base stations on delivery ratio and compare structureless carry-and-forward scenario with DCTT algorithm

that uses carry-and-forward or multi-hop method to deliver target’s information to the control center. The560

structure-less carry-and-forward scenario shows the lowest delivery ratio. The reason is separate packet

transmission of nodes to the same base station causes unavoidable packet loss. Therefore, not all the gathered

information from the target can be sent to the control center. In this case there is a high probability of losing

important information because there is also no central processing entity such as CH to process received data

and send important information with the least amount of redundancy. As observable in the same graph,565

DCTT algorithm has a considerably higher delivery ratio, which has an upward trend as the number of base

stations increase. In DCTT (carry-and-forward) method, the CH should carry processed information until it

arrives into the communication range of a base station. Therefore, as the number of base stations increase,

delivery ratio also increases. However, using DCTT (multi-hop) technique proves to be the most efficient

technique in terms of packet delivery. This is because there is no need for the CH to accumulate all the570

information and save it all the way to get to the transmission range of a base station. The CH can send

information in defined time intervals toward the closest base station. As we are also using control message

concept to check availability of neighboring nodes before sending target’s information, we are increasing

delivery ratio. Comparison of all 4 graphs 15(a-d) shows as the number of nodes increase, delivery ratio

of all techniques also increases. This is more considerable for structureless carry-and-forward and DCTT575

(carry-and-forward) algorithms. DCTT carry-and-forward algorithm depends on other vehicles to transfer

target’s information to the closest base station. Therefore, as we increase the number of nodes in the

simulation environment, delivery ratio increases accordingly. In general, among all the scenarios, DCTT

algorithm shows better performance as compared to using a structureless carry and forward target tracking

algorithm. Besides, performance of DCTT algorithm shows more improvement when multi-hop routing is580

used for information delivery from the CH to the control center.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have assessed the performance of two proposed clustering algorithms designed for vehicle

tracking in VANETs: the DCTT and the PCTT algorithms. The DCTT algorithm is the basic cluster-based

target tracking framework that is designed to work in a distributed manner. PCTT algorithm is a centralized585

and prediction-based algorithm which improves clustering performance considerably. Simulation results

showed that the PCTT algorithm outperforms DCTT and the structure-less carry and forward mechanism

because of its prediction-based cluster maintenance and cluster head selection mechanisms. In addition,
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the performance results for DCTT shows significant stability and overhead improvement as compared to an

ID-based clustering algorithm, i.e., the adapted MDMAC. Furthermore, a structure-less algorithm for target590

tracking in VANETs was implemented so as to demonstrate the necessity of a cluster-based protocol for

target tracking in VANETs. Simulation results of the structure-less algorithm shows low delivery ratio due

to considerable packet loss, specially in high density scenarios, when compared to DCTT and PCTT. Last but

not least, the vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication framework in our algorithms has been evaluated

by extending two techniques for data dissemination from the cluster head towards the control center. The595

carry-and-forward method is compared to a multi-hop routing algorithm. The multi-hop algorithm benefits

from control message transmission in order to acquire information about its neighborhood before sending

relaying packets. Simulation results show considerable performance improvement of the multi-hop routing

algorithm in terms of packet delivery and end-to-end delay. As a future work, the proposed algorithms can

be extended for tracking multiple targets and reporting to different command centers. Tracking multiple600

targets using a cluster-based approach requires techniques to manage cluster formation mostly in areas where

targets are close to each other. Management of nodes that can participate in both multiple clusters and

proper usage of their disseminated information should be considered.
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